
Fire fascination, design and comfortable warmth

wodtke electric fireplaces

feel the flame

 





feel the flame no. 1
feel the flame no. 1 - the wodtke electric fireplace spreads a cosy ambience 

and pleasant, comfortable warmth in any living space with the atmospheric 

flame effect. Emotions and practical benefit fuse into one harmonious, 

complete work of art.

Electric fireplace, freely suspended with atmospheric flame effect

20 watt power consumption in operation without heating output  

1 kW / 2 kW heating output can be switched on via convection air fan 

Simple wall mounting

Ready to plug in, one socket is sufficient

Energy-efficient LED technology

Includes remote control 

Low noise

 





 





 



Almost like a log fire

With the connectable heating output of up to 2 kilowatts, feel the flame 

no. 1 provides cosy warmth. Particularly in buildings that are furnished 

with underfloor heating and thus allow no spontaneous increase in room 

temperature, feel the flame is ideally suited as additional heating.

 

The applications are almost unlimited, whether in the living area, in 

the bedroom or even in the bathroom: a single socket is sufficient for 

installation. Within a few minutes, the electric fireplace can be installed 

then conveniently controlled remotely. As a result of the energy-efficient 

LED technology, the energy consumption of feel the flame is very low. 

In flame mode without heating output, the power consumption is an 

economical 20 watts.

Progressive and timeless

With high-quality materials, precision workmanship and energy- 

efficient LED technology, a design object is created for the highest 

living demands – progressive and timeless. 

Design is the fundamental element of the wodtke brand. The aim is 

to create lasting value and not only to set trends – always with the claim 

of sustainability.

Comfortable warmth and design



Comfortable warmth and design

The warmth and heating of the future require interaction of 

various energies for a holistic and sustainable heating system.

Electric domestic heating technology will also play an ever greater 
role in the heating market. In combination with other renewable 
energy sources, electricity can be used intelligently and flexibly and 
thus guarantees the sustainability of future systems.



Technical specifications
Models     Details

Power consumption
without heating output: 20 watts
Heating output level 1: 1000 watts
Heating output level 2: 2000 watts 
Mains connection:   1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
Dimensions W x H x D : 1200 x 525 x 182 mm 
Colours:   black matt, powder-coated
Weight:   38.5 kg

Power consumption
without heating output: 20 watts
Heating output level 1: 1000 watts
Heating output level 2: 2000 watts  
Mains connection:  1/N/PE ~ 230 V 50 Hz
Dimensions W x H x D : 1200 x 525 x 186 mm 
Colours:   black, white, orange / acrylic glass
Weight:   39.9 kg

 

feel the flame no. 1 classic

feel the flame no. 1 prime

classic - item no.: 025 100

prime black - item no.: 025 110

prime white - item no.: 025 111     

prime orange - item no.: 025 112     
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Enjoy a tour of our product world and experience warmth in its loveliest forms.

If you want to know all that wodtke can offer you in addition to »feel the flame«, e.g. pellet 
stoves, wood-burning stoves or infrared radiation heater, visit our website, our brand new 
online shop, or – in person – our Feuerforum® in Tübingen.

We look forward to meeting you.

wodtke is a member of


